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FOR NOW, ECOMMERCE WILL CARRY THE DAY
  Excluding grocery stores and drugstores — which remain 
open — practically all other brick-and-mortar retailers 
have seen a seismic drop in foot traffic before temporarily 
closing for the foreseeable future as the coronavirus 
pandemic continues to spread in the U.S., eMarketer 
reports.
  “It is going to be a difficult period for retailers that generate 
a lot of their revenue from physical locations,” said Stacey 
Thomson, vice president of eBusiness 
and ecommerce at agile agency Scrum50.
  “Those that have a strong ecommerce 
presence will do their best to shift as much 
foot traffic as possible to their website. It 
seems unrealistic to expect retailers to make up for all of 
their in-store revenue through ecommerce sales, so a lot 
of retailers will take a hit,” she said. “How big of a hit will 
depend on how long the crisis lasts.”
  According to James Thomson, partner at Buy Box 
Experts, who previously served as business head of 
Amazon Services, it depends on how long this situation 
continues. “If foot traffic to brick-and-mortar retailers 
remains nonexistent for more than four to six weeks, 
retailers will have a hard time remaining financially viable, 
and consumer shopping preferences may well have 
changed enough that there is a ‘new norm’ by which more 
consumers do more shopping online going forward,” he 
said.
  From an overall payments volume perspective, it’s too 
early for any retailer or technology company to discuss 
the impact of quarantines and social distancing measures, 
according to Jennifer Sherman, senior vice president of 
product at NMI. “That said, we find that March is often 
a strong month for retail transactions as we transition 
into spring and see upticks in entertainment and fashion 
transactions,” she said. “So, given the strong performance 
this year has had so far, we hope that there can be some 
momentum as we head into an uncertain future.”
  According to eMarketer’s estimates, which were published 
before the outbreak and subsequent store closures, U.S. 
retail sales are expected to climb 2.8 percent this year to 
$5.621 trillion.
  The research firm says we won’t start to see the effects 
on retail sales until the U.S. Census releases its March 
data later next month, and we also don’t know how long 
the pandemic will last.
  “Right now, it’s still hard to say how big of an impact 
this will have on U.S. retail sales,” said eMarketer senior 
forecasting analyst Cindy Liu. “With millions of people 
forced to stay home and many retailers temporarily 
closing shops, it’s safe to assume that sales will likely take 
a hit starting in March and last however long these social 
distancing measures remain in place.”

(Continued on Page 2)

WILL RETAILERS BOUNCE BACK FROM CORONAVIRUS?
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Suggesting that retailers and brands should not curtail 
promotional activity, a study done by the Path to Purchase 
Institute says that people are still shopping and looking 
for deals as they stock up. Walmart was seen as the most 
trusted retailer, with Amazon and Target tied for runners-
up and Kroger and Costco also prominently named. Lysol, 
Clorox and Purell were the most trusted brands… Some 
auto dealers are trying to make sales without buyers needing 

to come into a showroom, including making 
deliveries direct to the buyer. AutoNation 
started such an initiative called “Store to 
Door” last week, and other local dealers 
are trying to offer similar programs… Rite 

Aid is expanding home delivery services and waiving fees 
on delivery of eligible prescriptions. About half of its 2,400 
locations also offer drive-thru service… Land’s End, once 
owned by Sears, has now fulfilled its contractual obligations 
to Sears and plans to offer its entire assortment at Kohl’s 
starting in the fall… McDonald’s has closed about 50 
locations that were within buildings that had been impacted 
by the coronavirus such as Navy Pier in Chicago… Subway 
has stopped in-store dining at units that had offered areas 
for seating…Nation’s Restaurant News says chains such 
as Subway, Taco Bell, Jack in the Box, KFC, Del Taco 
and Chipotle are now offering “recession-like deals” on 
orders through take-out or delivery… Although it had seen 
high volume at cafes open last week, Starbucks is joining 
the trend to drive-thru and delivery only at its company-
owned stores, except for those located near hospitals and 
healthcare centers. Licensed café owners in units like 
supermarkets and stores will make their own decisions 
about staying open… Nation’s Restaurant News sees a 
trend brewing in restaurants offering food kits for pickup and 
delivery. The most recent news from the industry is poor. 
NPD Group data shows that after a 4 percent increase 
(compared with last year) in visits to quick-serve restaurants 
in the week that ended March 8, year-to-year transactions 
were down 8 percent in the week that followed… Fazoli’s 
is offering a $2.99 special, but only for restaurant workers 
(theirs and other chains’) who will have to show a name tag, 
uniform or pay stub… Zillow, which buys and sells homes 
in 24 markets, is suspending that part of its business due to 
inventory concerns and a desire to preserve capital... Apple 
is limiting customer purchases of iPhones over its online 
stores in many countries including the U.S. and China to a 
maximum of two handsets per person, checks on its website 
revealed. Reuters says the purchase caps come just after 
the hardware maker closed all of its brick-and-mortar stores 
outside China, as the coronavirus spreads globally... CVS 
Health plans to hire 50,000 additional workers and give 
pharmacists, store associates and managers bonuses of 
between $150 and $300 as it seeks to address the health and 
logistical challenges posed by the coronavirus pandemic, 
USA Today reports.
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VIAMEDIA TO HANDLE NORTHLAND FOR AD SALES
  Viamedia says it has reached an agreement to represent 
ad sales for Northland Communications, Broadcasting 
& Cable reports.
  The agreement adds cable systems in nine local markets 
to Viamedia’s portfolio.
  “Northland Communications has done a great job in serving 
consumers and businesses in the communities they serve,” 
said Viamedia CEO Mark Lieberman. “We are confident 
that Viamedia’s innovative, cross-media advertising 
solutions will add even more value to Northland’s offerings 
and will benefit subscribers and businesses alike.”

  Four of Northland’s markets — 
Savannah, Ga.; Medford, Ore.; 
Birmingham, Ala.; and Wichita, Kan., 
are new for Viamedia. Other Northland 
markets are Austin, Texas; Lincoln, 
Neb.; Denver; and Greeneville, Tenn.
  “Viamedia is an unparalleled force in 
the industry and the clear choice for 
managing our ad sales within these 
markets,” said Ed Butler, senior VP at 
Northland. “Viamedia’s values match 
ours, with a full commitment to serve 
our communities and ensure growth. 
Viamedia’s cutting-edge solutions 

will significantly boost our advertising services to local 
businesses seeking to reach their customers and will 
enable us to participate more significantly during the crucial 
political ad season.”

WILL RETAIL BOUNCE BACK FROM CORONAVIRUS?
(Continued from Page 1)
  This may be an opportunity for the retailers that have lagged 
in the ecommerce space. This could accelerate digital 
transformation and get retailers to omnichannel faster. 
Out of necessity, they may even explore showrooming 
and downsizing retail footprints as shoppers develop new 
habits.
  “Everyone is navigating new territory,” Scrum 50’s Thomson 
said. “Retailers can test and learn new ways to sell inventory 
and quickly meet new demands. It’s a forgiving time to take 
some risks.”

COMCAST PREVAILS OVER ALLEN AT SCOTUS
  The Supreme Court sided with Comcast over Byron 
Allen in his racial discrimination case against the cable 
giant, ruling that in order for his lawsuit to survive, he bears 
the burden of showing racial discrimination was the “but for” 
cause in the cable giant’s refusal to carry his entertainment 
channels.
  The justices, in a unanimous decision, ruled that to prevail, 
“a plaintiff must initially plead and ultimately prove that, but 
for race, it would not have suffered the loss of a legally 
protected right,” according to the opinion.
  The decision means that Allen’s lawsuit will go back to the 
lower court, where he can again try to prove his case, but 
he will have a much greater threshold to meet for his case 
to survive.
  At issue was whether Allen’s $20 billion lawsuit should have 
survived beyond the pleading stage by merely proving that, 
in Comcast’s decision to deny carriage of his Entertainment 
Studios’ channels, his race was a “motivating factor” or 
whether it was the sole cause, also known as “but for” in 
legalese. The ruling was viewed as having a potentially 
significant impact on future racial discrimination cases.
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CABLENET CHATTER
  AMC’s upcoming two-season limited event series The 
Walking Dead: World Beyond, which had been set to 
premiere Sunday, April 12, has been delayed indefinitely. The 
new spinoff series, which tells the story of the first generation 
to come of age in the apocalypse, will now be arriving on 
AMC “later this year,” according to the network. The series 
had wrapped filming but was in post-production on the last 
few episodes, which has been impacted by the COVID-19-
related company closures… Fox Business Network will 
adjust to the coronavirus crisis by taking a pair of shows 
off the air and shortening its original content by two hours 
a day, suspending production of FBN 
a.m. and Bulls & Bears. FBN President 
Lauren Petterson said the service 
is trying to strike a balance between 
delivering the news and protecting its 
employees’ health, Variety reports... 
NBCUniversal is widening the distribution 
of its national news programming during 
the coronavirus crisis, making MSNBC 
and CNBC available, in partnership with 
its distribution partners, to all their video 
customers, regardless of the packages 
to which they subscribe. Subscribers 
can view this content through their video 
provider or through MSNBC’s and CNBC’s online platforms 
on an authenticated basis. Additionally, NBC News Now, a 
24/7 online streaming service from NBC News, will feature 
programming drawing upon all the news resources of NBC 
News, MSNBC and CNBC, free to viewers. NBC- and 
Telemundo-owned stations are also streaming their local 
newscasts as well as coronavirus-related press conferences, 
to help local audiences stay informed about developments in 
their communities. The owned stations’ newscasts are free 
and unauthenticated on desktop and mobile web and apps.

AUTO AD SPEND PROVES RESILIENT FOR NOW
  There may be hope on the horizon for television and other 
media that receive advertising dollars from automobile 
manufacturers and local dealerships.
  According to a report by Digiday, automotive ad spending 
was largely resilient last week — even as the flow of dollars 
from other industries slowed considerably due to the 
economic chaos rooted in the spread of the coronavirus.
  “Less competition for inventory means lower CPMs — and 
right now TV audiences are on the up as people are forced to 
stay at home,” the report explains. “While many consumers 
may not be in the right frame of mind to purchase a car right 
now, cars tend to have longer sales cycles. That means 
this period could be an opportune moment for longer-term 
brand-building campaigns designed to build awareness 
and preference for a time when things in the outside world 
become less chaotic.”
  Some automakers are now emphasizing financing options 
as consumers consider the financial impact of the pandemic.
  According to Digiday’s report, which cites data from iSpotTV, 
automakers spent an estimated $184 million on 54,000 
airings from March 1-18. That’s down from the same period 
a year ago, but mostly because of the cancellations of live 
sports events like the NCAA men’s basketball tournament.

Conan O’Brien

I asked my doctor if 
I need to cancel my 

birthday party, but she 
said that’s only for 

events over 10 people.


